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ABSTRACT 

During 1964-65 a continuing investigation was performed to examine the 

feasibility of obtaining information on the time-changing characteristics of 

the aurora and night air glow by low-light level image orthlcons at the Radio- 

Optical Observatory of the General Electric Company's Research & Development 

Center In Schenectady, New York. Although no auroras were detected during this 

interim period, wavelength and intensity calibrations on a spectrograph of 

special design using the image orthicon detector were accomplished with spectral 

lamps and night air glow emissions.  Included photographs of night air glow 

demonstrate that the image orthicon is at least 1000 times faster than photo- 

graphic film when detecting weak "point" or "line" sources under high contrast 

conditions.  Twenty photoelectrons are sufficient to record a spectral line. 

Sensitivity calibrations were also performed on a 16" f/20 telescope, where 

the North Polar Sequence of Stars provided a standard calibrated star field. 

Within 10 seconds, 18th magnitude stars were detected. 

Further analysis is given on the data recorded during the September 1963 

aurora and initially reported in the Final Report of Phase I, 1963 - 

AFCRL 64-209. 
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1.0    INTRODUCTION 

This document entitled "Application of Electro-Optics to Auroral Studies 

— Phase  II"  is the final  report covering an auroral study supported through 

Mr.  T.   P. Markham by  the Air Force Cambridge  Research Laboratories,   Office of 

Aerospace Research,  USAF,  under contract AF19(628)-2366,  Project No. 

7661 with the General Electric Company.    Within the General Electric Company, 

the work was  sponsored by  the Heavy Military Electronics Department,   Syracuse, 

New York and was  carried out by the General Electric Research & Development 

Center,   Schenectady,  New York. 

This report describes  the experiments and equipment designs  that have re- 

sulted during the   Interim period of this  contract since the final  report of 

Phase I(1). 

Included are  the  results of a further analysis of the spectra  taken during 

the September 1963 aurora,   a discussion of  the  night air glow photographs, a 

critique on an advance  image orthlcon spectrograph design,  and a  sensitivity 

calibration on the   image orthlcon using the North Polar Sequence of  stars, 

along with a  16" telescope,as a standard point  light source. 

2.0    WORK OBJECTIVES 

The objective of the  study as outlined  in the Statement of Work  is as 

follows: 

"The Contractor shall supply the necessary personnel, facilities, services, 

and materials to accomplish the following: 

1) To utilize an image orthlcon and auroral spectrograph for studies of 

aurora and night air glow spectroscopy and attempt to obtain time resolu- 

tion of changing features. 
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2)    To utilize an Image orthlcon and filters for real time auroral photography 

to cover the visual region and near UV and IR In order to obtain Information 

on the  faster auroral motions; and also to obtain data as  the brightness 

of the aurora drops below the visual  level." 

3.0    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

According to Drs.  Gartleln and Sprague of the IGY World Data Center,  Cornell 

University,  a film such as 103A-F requires exposures on the order of one hour to 

detect night air glow spectra.     In fact,   n^ght air glow detection on a 30-mlnute 

exposure with a f/0.7 optical system Is very good.    Comparisons of these film 

detected spectra with those of 1  to 5 second duration on General Electric's 

f/1.5 grating or Cornell's prism image orthlcon system are quite comparable. 

The equivalent  image quality with longer Integration periods  is degraded only 

because of dynamic range limitations  in the image orthlcon tube.    This data 

indicates  that the  image orthlcon is at least 1000 times more sensitive than 

film when used as a detector on a slit  spectrograph operating against spectral 

sources with intensities as weak as 15 Raylelghs and high contrast. 

Unfortunately,  neither one of our image orthlcon systems have produced 

sigaifleant publishable data to date,  primarily because of weather limitations. 

As an indication,  bright stars were visible at night  in the Schenectady area only 

on the average of one night per month during the period of  1 January 1965 to the 

end of May 1965.     Therefore,  any attempt  to detect night air glow on a night-to- 

night basis was  impossible,  and even within the period of one night haze presented 

a difficult problem.    Needless to say,  no aurora was visible during these times. 

As a result,   the  entire data accumulated during the study period consists of ap- 

proximately 100 auroral spectra taken  in September 1963 with relatively crude 

equipment,  and assorted photos of night air glow spectra from various  intervening 



nights with and without haze present. 

During the last  few years,  cloud formation and thick haze has seemed to 

be ehe rule In the Schenectady area at night; perhaps because  of Its windward 

position with respect to the Berkshire and Green Mountains.    However,   inquiries 

to others have produced the consensus  that optical observation has recently been 

poor all over the world. 

Although the observational results have been disappointing,   the auroral 

study has resulted In the development of  image orthicon techniques and calibra- 

tion procedures,  as well as discovering those spectrograph parameters to be 

optimized In an Image orthicon-spe' ..rographic instrument.     The development 

equipment has resulted in a design capable of the high time resolution required 

to determine the  intensity variations of night air glow and aurora spectra. 

Therefore,  the time delays occuring between various emissions may be observed 

for a more complete understanding of the  chemical and electrical phenomena of 

the upper atmosphere. 

In the application of image orthicons  to auroral spectroscopy as well as 

astronomy or space surveillance,  sensitivity  information on the basic detector 

characteristics are desired.    Photographic investigations with a General 

Electric GL-7967  image orthicon on a  16-inch telescope demonstrate that under 

high contrast conditions,  200 photons produce a detectable point source signal. 

Calibration photographs  taken at Schenectady, New York on the North Polar 

Sequence of stars  show that 16th magnitude may be detected within one second of 

time under quarter moon conditions and 18.5th magnitude within ten seconds. 

The photos reproduced in this report exceed a 30 second exposure so that star 

identification is conclusive.     System tests at f/4 and f/19  Include the results 

of a 1.5° and a  11x16 minute field of view. 



4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTATION 

A discussion of the general facilities and equipment, which is given In 

the December 1963 Final Report  , adequately covers the General Electric 

Radio-Optical Observatory at Schenectady, New York along with a detailed sum- 

mary of associated reports end memos that have been issued.  These concern 

work accomplished with our 30-foot reflector antenna (which presently is a 

solid surface) along with the VLF to 2 Gc receiving equipment, as well as 

optical successes when using the 12" or 16" telescopes.  Hence, only the im- 

proved instrumentation directly involved with this auroral study will be 

reviewed. 

4.1 PhGuometer 

The Radio-Optical Observatory developed a photometer for the purpose of 

obtaining surveillance calibration data that will be useful with the image 

orthicon.     During the past year,  extensive stellar photometry has been pursued 

using Johnson's UBV standard optical  filters and known magnitude stars to 

calibrate sources of unknown magnitude.    The photometer which is positioned on 

the 16" Boiler & Chivens telescope also provides a means for an accurate in- 

tensity calibration of the spectral  lines that will be simultaneously viewed 

on the auroral spectrograph with the  image orthicon system. 

Presently,   the following filters are being used in calibration tests with 

the photometer: 

1)   Standard Johnson UBV filters 

a) V - Corning No.   3384 

b) B - Corning No.  5030 - Schott GG13 

c) U - Corning No.   9863 
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ii)    100A Bandwidth Auroral Filters 

a) 3194X - 4 
b) 4709A - 4 
c) 5577A - 01 

d) 6300A - 01 

e) 6563A - H„ a, 
Hi)    Various 2" x 2" wideband optical  filters. 

The photometer design is a variation of the conventional approach.    First, 

the alignment eyepiece is behind  the aperture plate.    This design was chosen 

to provide a simpler alignment procedure.    Instead of a fixed aperture, a 

calibrated iris with a micrometer adjustment is used.    For alignment,  the eye- 

piece with a diagonal mirror and double crosshairs is lowered so that the 

aperture of the  iris is viewed; with the iris full open,  the field of view 

is approximately 3 minutes of arc,   sufficient to locate a desired star or 

other object of  interest which may then be centered in the aperture.    In turn, 

the aperture of  the calibrated iris may be reduced to any desired area with a 

field of view between 0.10 second of arc to 3 minutes of arc. 

Secondly,  the eyepiece is equipped with a full silvered and a half- 

silvered diagonal mirror so that  a choice exists for raising the eyepiece 

assembly from behind the  iris when the guide telescope is used for tracking, 

or the half-silvered mirror assembly may be left  in place so that all guiding 

can be accomplished through the main telescope.     If the disadvantage of an 

ultraviolet sensitivity loss because of the half-silvered glass attenuation 

factor is not objectionable then this last method insures accurate tracking 

and visual  inspection of the target's characteristics. 

Each of the manually operated filter wheels has 10 positions using 3/4 



inch diameter filters. In addition a special slide holder for standard 

2,, by 2" filters may be positioned ahead of the aperture to allow for versa- 

tility. 

The photoraultiplier is housed in an American Dyn? ales Corporation Model 

TE-102 thermoelectric cooled refrigerated chamber that is capable of cooling 

to -30 C below ambient temperature. This degree of cooling was found to 

reduce the background noise of an EMI 9558 photomultiplier so that an initial 

S/N of 2 was increased by  an order of magnitude. When dry ice was used to 

produce a cooler ambient temperature for the refrigerated chamber the furthar 

cooling did not produce any significant decrease in the photomultiplier noise. 

The face plate of the photomultiplier cooler and the iTabry field lens are 

made of quartz to permit ultraviolet investigations. 

4.2 Image Orthicon Spectrograph 

During the period of December 1962 through February 1965, experiments were 

performed using the spectrograph borrowed from Dr. C. Gartlein of Cornell 

University. The use of an image orthicon as a detector with this grating 

spectrograph of the conventional design exhibited limitations. In particular 

the usable aspect ratio of an image orthicon detector surface is 3:4 while 

that of the spectrograph exceeds 50:1. Thus with any optical system speed and 

given spectrum the resolution with a conventional grating spectrograph is poor 

and only a small region of the active photocathode surface of the image 

orthicon detector is effectively utilized. The use of this equipment did pro- 

vide insight as to how to optimize the design, and an image orthicon spectro- 

graph of superior design was built in June 1965. This equipment is described 

in an article submitted for publication to the Review of Scientific Instru- 

ments and included in this report as Appendix A. This special grating 
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spectrograph separates the 3800A to 8000A spectrum Into three sections In 

such a manner that the three sections of spectra are Imaged on the Image 

orthlcon with Increased resolution and spectrum coverage.    The three silt 

spectrograph design uses a 92 cm f/9 colllmator lens, a 15.3 cm £/1.5 camera 

lens and one of two gratings:    a 76 x 65 mm ruled area at 2160 grooves/mm, or 

a 100 x 100 mm ruled at 600 grooves/mm. 

The spectrograph equipment has been automated so that on clear nights 

the time changing spectral characteristics of night air glow and/or aurora 

may be continuously recorded on 35 mm trl-X film along with the exact time 

at an exposure rate of one readout every 1 to 20 seconds depending on the 

desired Integration period set on Image orthlcon readout controls. 

4.3    Image Orthlcon Camera 

The Image orthlcon system Is a special design of the Research & Develop- 

ment Center specifically directed towards the Investigation of astronomical 

applications.    The  Image orthlcon tube, General Electric model GL-7967,  has an 

S-20 extended red response photocathode and a magnesium oxide target for 

maximum sensitivity.    Independent voltages and controls regulate the various 

grid potentials to at least 0.1%;  thus providing a minimum of electronic Inter- 

ference as well as a variety of operational modes, which Include provisions 

for target  Integration, multiple frame readout, microsecond exposures,  and 

clock synchronization to within microseconds.    The resultant stability permits 

a night-to-night duplication of results for identical  Illumination conditions. 

The single frame readout is a standard 1/30 second,  525 line non-interlaced 

scan.    Since most applications use only a single frame readout after an inte- 

gration period, particular emphasis was placed on the low noise preamplifier 

and amplifier circuits so that transients would not degrade the picture 



quality. The measurements on the amplifier Indicate a 4 db noise figure and 

a bandwidth of 15 Hz to 9.8 MHz at the 3 db points, when corrected to com- 

pensate for the estimated 15 pf of shunt anode capacitance across the 50 kilo- 

ohm preamp Input resistance. All video signals are transmitted through 75 ohm 

coaxial cables hiving matched terminations on each end. Two 20 cm monitors 

with a blue phosphor P-ll response are used to obtain photographs with a 35 mm 

synchronized data camera or a 4" x 5" Speed Graphic camera. 

5.0 RESULTS 

During the Interim period no visual auroras were observed at the Radio- 

Optical Observatory with the equipment.    Fortunately in September 1963, auroral 

spectra was recorded as reported in the   Final  Report 1963      , and the results 

of a further analysis of that data is Included here.    Data with the three- 

slit spectrograph consists of night air glow spectra taken on several nights 

during the fall of 1965.    Although the recorded observational data has been 

meager because of the weather limitations,  the calibration data and initial 

results demonstrate the potential of f.he image orthlcon when used as a detector 

of weak spectral lines. 

5.1 Auroral Spectra - September 1963 

Following the successful real time filming of a flaming aurora with an 

image orthlcon camera, as reported to the American Astronomical Society's 

(2) 107th meeting in December I960,      an auroral spectrograph was borrowed from 

Dr.  C. Gartlein of Cornell University for the purpose of experimental  investi- 

gations of image orthlcon techniques to auroral and night air glow spectroscopy. 

On the evenings of September 22-23 and 24-25,  1963, spectra of an aurora 

visible at Schenectady, New York were obtained on Polaroid film with an image 
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orthicon spectrograph. The primary purpose at the time was to work out the 

techniques for obtaining time resolution on the changing features of aurora, 

and for night air glow spectrescopy. This Initial work was reported In the 

Final Report of Phase I, December 1963. The results with further analysis of 

the data In 1964 are discussed below. At the time, the equipment was not 

calibrated because of Its experimental nature so that the Intensity measure- 

ments are approximate and relative; nor were the spectra obtained at fixed 

intervals in time. However, the preliminary results are of Interest because 

of the short exposures used -- about 10 seconds, and the noted relative ampli- 

tude changes between the various spectral lines that were observed, and because 

no other visible auroras were detected in Schenectady since this first success. 

On the night of 22 September 1963, visual records and scattered photo- 

graphs of a homogeneous band from 9:00 PM EDST to 10:00 PM show that the 

intensity of the lines increased fairly uniformly.  During this time no rela- 

tive change was observed between the 6300-6365 doublet of 01, or the 5577 line 

of 01.  However, the lines 5678 and 5002 of Nil began with the 5678 line 

stronger, but after about 9:30 the 5002 line became stronger. The exact time 

of the change over is difficult to give since these lines were both quite 

weak from 9:20 to 9:40. After 9:40 the 5002 line was quite strong. 

The 3914 and 4278 lines (N.) strenghtened uniformly during this period 

apparently not weakening as did the NIX lines. 

About 9:40 rays began building up and the aurora brightened at 9:44-H0 
P 

appeared weakly,  at 9:48  it was easily detectable,  and was fading at  9:48.    At 

9:51 it was gone.    At 10:12 H0 appeared again,  at this time the aurora was 

a bright  diffuse glow. 



After 11:00 PM EDST to 2:00 AM,  45 excellent measurable spectra were 

obtained on Polaroid film with integration on the  image orthicon target of 

approximately 10 second duration,  one  frame readout per film exposure,  ran- 

domly taken with a mean rate of about one every  five minutes.    Figure 1 shows 

how the relative intensity of eleven spectral  lines changed within one period 

of  time.    Particularly note  that the time scale  is not linear,  for in some 

instances two or three photographs were taken within a one minute period. 

Also,  the amplitudes have not been corrected for the S-20 response of the image 

orthicon photocathode. 

The intensity level was broken up into the following eight measurable 

steps: 

• Very strong -   saturation of the  image orthicon 

0    Strong 

c    Medium Strong 

• Medium 

6 Medium weak 

• Weak 

• Very weak 

• Trace -  only detected because of apriori knowledged that 

a line exists  in a certain position 

A very crude approximation must be made to determine the actual  line  intensity 

on this early data.     Previous calibration indicated that the image orthicon- 

spectrograph combination has sufficient sensitivity to detect 100 photo- 

electrons, or approximately 2000 photons at the  spectroscope entrance slit. 

Let us consider this to be "very weak" line,  and  since the dynamic range of 

the  system is a factor of 200:1, we would expect a "strong" line to corre- 

spond to about 4 x 10    photons received in an exposure of about  10 seconds. 

10 
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A silt opening of approximately 1 mm,  and 2 cm long was utilized,  thus 4 x 10 

photons In 10 seconds over a 0.2  square cm aperture over a field of view of 

-3 
roughly 10 "   steradlans corresponds to a maximum surface brightness B, of 

_  (4 x 10    photons)  
max      (10  seconds)(0.2 cm2)(10"3 steradlan) 

6 -1-2 -1 
= 200 x 10    photons  •   sec       •  cm      •  steradlan 

= 2500 Raylelghs 

The above calculation may be optimistic, however It should not be low by 

more than an order of magnitude. 

On the next night of 24 September 1963,  sixteen measurable spectra were 

obtained In the same manner as the first night between 9:30 PM EDST and 11:25 PM, 

at which time the procedure was changed so that a 35 mm data camera was used 

to take an exposure every 16 seconds.    Much of this latter work was paralleled 

with image orthlcon-mctlon pictures of the aurora taken at 8 frames per second. 

Unfortunately,  the  spectra obtained with the data camera were not of as high a 

quality as the previous Polaroid prints.    Comparison of the spectral movies with 

the real time movies which were taken simultaneously with the two image orthicon 

systems shows that: 

a)      Although the intensity of the 24th September aurora was quite 

bright,   it seemed to be devoid of Identifying structures such as 

brilliant regions or rays,  and no dramatic pattern changes were noted 

except at  the very lower boundary.    Therefore, no correlation between 

the spectra and the changing characteristic of the auroral pattern 

could be detected.    This was probably due to the subdued intensity 

variations over the entire aurora and the wide field of view of the 

spectrograph --  over 12   . 
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b) Intensity variations of the spectral pictures (intensity of all 

lines remaining in a constant ratio) as veil as intensity variations 

in the auroral scene films were observed and could be correlated to a 

limited degree. 

c) Temporal cycles of intensity variations could be detected on the 

auroral scene films but not on the spectral films.    Periodicity of this 

intensity showed fluctuations ranging from 8 to 40 + seconds. 

The grating spectrograph on loan from Dr.  C. Gartlein at Cornell University 

was modified to allow replacement of the plate-holder with an image orthicon 

camera containing a S-20 tube.    The focal  length of the collimator was 876 mm, 

the camera lens was 102 mm, f/1.6,  and the grating had 600 lines per inch.    A 

slit opening of less than 1 mm was used. 

5.2    Image Orthicon Calibration - North Polar Sequence 

Photographic results with the image orthicon on the 16" f/19    Boiler & 

Chivens telescope at the Radio-Optical Observatory provide a point  source cali- 

bration of the orthicon' s sensitivity when the North Polar Sequence of Stars 

is used as a standard.    The resultant field of view displayed on the TV 

monitor is about 20 minutes of arc = 1200 seconds of arc.    As a very optimistic 

estimate, we can assume that for stars in the range of 15-18th magnitude the 

image orthicon will have a resolution of 300 lines per field.    Thus,  one 

4 
resolution element  is 4 x 4 seconds of arc,  or 2    square seconds of arc 

(12 db -  3 mag).    The dark sky background is approximately 21st raag/sq.  sec. 

of arc,  so the equivalent image orthicon background is 18th magnitude per 

resolution element.    Note that for an 18th magnitude star, the sky background 

will be an equivalent  18th magnitude for the assumed system;  actually,  the sky 

13 
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background exhibits granularity which makes the detection slightly more 

difficult.     However,  this system should be capable of detecting an object with 

an apparent magnitude of 18th. 

The apparent magnitude of an object depends on the wavelength character- 

istics of the detector as well as the source.    Systematic discrepancies even 

arise with the same equipment because of equipment variations, and changes in 

atmospheric attenuation with time.     For this reason,  a series of stars, the 

North Polar Sequence, have been calibrated with the greatest possible precision 

so that their magnitudes are chosen to serve as a standard against which all 

other magnitude determinations may be c   ^ar-d.    These stars lie in the vicinity 

of the north celestial pole and since 1922 have served to define the universally 

adopted systems of visual and photographic magnitudes.    A note of caution must 

be inserted here because the magnitudes which are given to the hundredth-pi ace 

in the original publication have lately been found to possess discrepancies; 

however,  the noticed variations have been less than one magnitude.    Photographs 

2,  3 and 4 are reproduced plates from the Harvard Annals,  Photographic Photom- 

etry, Vol.   71, which define  the magnitudes of the various  stars in the North 

Polar Sequence. 

Figure  5  is an equivalent  five  second integration of the North Polar 

Sequence on the 16 inch telescope.    The picture was obtained by photographing 

the monitor of an image orthicon camera system with tn-X film for five succes- 

sive readout  frames,  in which the  image orthicon operated on an automatic cycle 

that  integrated for one second on the  target,  and then read out one frame  in 

1/30 of a second.    Even with this relatively short exposure -  5 seconds -  an 

untrained observer can easily identify 16th magnitude stars, numbers 30,  31, 

and 32,  and perhaps even 33, which  is 17th magnitude.    The bright "star" shaped 

defect  in the center of the photograph is caused by light from the heater of 
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PHOTOGRAFH 2     NORTH POUR SEQUENCE 
(From Harvard Annals,  Volume  71) 
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PHOTOGRAPH 3 NORTH POLAR SEQUENCE 
(From Harvard Annals, Volume 71) 
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DM. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

DM. 

+86° 
+85° 
+86° 
+86° 
+88° 
+89° 
+88° 
+88° 
+88° 
+89° 
+89° 
+89° 
+89° 
+89° 

269 
383 
344 
272 

4 
13 
64 
9 
13 
3 
18 
25 
29 
1 

PwitiOD. 

I 132,126 

I 48, 6 
I 42, 46 
I 93,116 
I 130, 70 

53,124 
31, 89 
42, 98 
67, 86 
77, 96 
45, 81 
49, 92 
85, 90 
59, 89 
66, 84 
43,115 

II 114,155 
II 141, 18 
II 146, 36 
II 133, 18 
II 68, 81 
II 146,113 
II 25,110 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

II 

Mam. 

4.48 
6.28 
6.81 
6.99 
6.49 
7.11 
7.31 
8.23 
8.83 
9.02 
9.66 
9.86 
10.30 
10.66 
11.08 
11.40 
11.63 
12.06 
12.42 
12.73 
12.96 
13.19 
13.34 
13.64 
13.87 
14.33 
14.69 
16.11 
16.66 
16.04 
16.22 
16.62 
16.96 

DM. 

34 
35 
3d 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

Ir 
2r 
3r 
4r 
5r 
6r 
7r 
8r 
9r 
lOr 
llr 
12r 

Is 
28 

3s 
48 

58 

68 

DM. 

+87° 51 
+88° 112 
+88° 76 
+88° 114 
+89° 22 
+89° 9 
+89° 35 
+898 31 

+88° 8 
+88° 71 
+87° 107 
+89° 12 
+89° 37 
+89° 26 

Portion. 

II 74, 80 
II 121,103 
II 113,107 
II 83,140 
II 76,118 
II 98,135 
II 117,119 
II 101,123 
II 131, 81 
II 92,125 
II 94,124 
II 91,130 
II 128,101 

55, 67 
30, 69 
39, 32 
76, 39 
76, 75 
67, 96 

I 156, 39 
I 73, 76 
I 78, 36 

17.26 
17.60 
17.76 
17.94 
18.31 
18.67 
19.03 
19.28 
19.68 
20.22 
20.44 
20.74 
21.10 

6.80 
7.87 
8.76 
9.10 
9.91 

10.30 
10.70 
11.20 
11.70 
12.36 
12.97 
13.48 

2.69 
6.48 
6.66 

10.12 
10.81 
11.11 

DM. 

78 

88 

98 

lOs 
Us 
12s 
13s 
14s 
158 
168 
178 
188 
198 
20s 
218 
228 
23s 
24s 
25s 
26s 
278 
288 
298 
SOs 
31s 
328 
33s 
348 
358 
36s 
378 
38s 

DM. 

II 
II 
II 
II 

Poaition. 

I 74, 76 
II 89, 19 
II 115, 89 
II 172,152 
II 58, 80 
II 107,195 
I 104,103 

II 124,192 
II 97, 80 

90,166 
52, 66 
96, 83 
53, 75 

II 138,133 
II 63, 75 
II 89,140 
II 93, 80 
II 121, 75 
II 132,127 
II 145,125 
II 111, 76 
II 138,135 
II 112,137 
II 92,123 
II 140, 88 
II 100,112 
II 108,107 
II 112, 78 
II 122, 99 
II 130, 90 
II 85,128 
II 113, 76 

Macs. 

12.46 
14.20 
14.47 
16.02 
16.06 
16.11 
16.23 
16.76 
16.42 
16.72 
17.11 
17.91 
18.60 
18.70 
18.88 
18.93 
19.11 
19.02 
19.17 
19.43 
19.44 
19.70 
20.18 
20.32 
20.32 
20.32 
20.38 
20.44 
20.60 
20.70 
20.72 
21.14 

PHOTOGRAPH 4    MAGNITUDES  OF THE NORTH POLAR SEQUENCE 
(From Harvard Annals,  Volume  71) 
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FIGURE  5     IMAGE ORTHICON PHOTO OF THE NORTH POLAR SEQUENCE 

Exposure:     1 second on  image orthicon target;   5 readout exposures on Tri-X film. 
Field of View:    11.25x16 minutes of arc Telescope:     16    f/19 
Sky:     2  days oast  first quarfer moon 
Center Defect:    Integrated light diffracted from 1.0.  heater. 
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the image orthicon which has been diffracted by the various internal grid sur- 

faces and integrated sufficiently on the target to resemble an optical signal. 

This photograph represents the system detectability available on a night with 

reasonably clear weather. By no means are these results optimum, for on the 

particular night that this photograph was taken, 10-11 April 1965 at 11:00 PM 

EST, a slight haze existed under a moon two days past first quarter. Thus, 

instead of an optimum equivalent sky background of 18th magnitude per resolu- 

tion element, the background was probably on the order of 16-17th magnitude per 

resolution element.  In fact, if the integration time on the image orthicon 

was extended to five seconds, severe saturation occurred. Three second inte- 

grations on the target were tried with up to 20 readout exposures on film, 

thereby equivalent to a 60-second exposure. However, under the sky background 

conditions longer integrations showed no new stars detected over the initial 

5-second exposure shown, and only a moderate increase in contrast because of 

the reduction of grain size in the noise background. 

As a further verification to the statements predicting the scasitivity 

of our image orthicon - 16" telescope system, the weather conditions on the 

nights of 24-25 September and 2-3 October 1965 fortunately permitted excellent 

photographs of the North Polar Sequence to be taken with the 11.25 x 16 minute 

field of view. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the typical results obtained. Note 

that on the second night mentioned, the star field was slightly shifted with 

respect to the boundary of the photographs, as compared to the previous Figures 

5 or 6, so that stars numbered 17s (mag 17.1), 18s (mag 17.9), 19s (mag 18.5), 

37 (mag 17.9), and 38 (mag 18.3) are not obscured by the center defect caused 

by the light from the heater of the image orthicon tube in at least one of the 

photos. Although other stars below 18th magnitude are obscured by the a«.feet, 

a change in the angle of view would allow detection if the defect did not 
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FIGURE  6    NORTH POIAR SEQUENCE 

Date:     24-25 September  1965 
Exposure on I.O.:     30 seconds 
Exposure on Film:     3 1.0.   readouts 
Field of View:    11.25x16 min of arc 
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FIGURE   7 • STAR MAGNITUDES 

Note #1.  Stars of 10th to 18.5 mag. are detected - 34 db dynamic range 
Note #2.  18.5 mag. corresponds to 20-30 photons/sec at the photocathode 
Note #3. Background is 100-200 photons/resolution element 
Note #4. The center defect is caused by integrated light from the heater of the 

image orthicon 
Note #5.  Star images exceed 3 TV lines in width 
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FIGURE  7    NORTH POLAR SEQUENCE 

Date:     2-3 October 1965 
Exposure on I.O.:     30  seconds 
Exposure ou Film:     3  1.0.  readouts 
Field of View:    11.25x16 min of arc 
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obliterate their signal. The exposures for both photographs of Figure 6 and 7 

was a 30 second integration on the image orthicon between each readout, and 

three readouts were exposed on the tri-X negative. Thus, within 90 seconds 

18.5 magnitude stars were detected, and randomly stars 21s and 22s (mag 18.9) 

were definitely observable in the trial Polaroid exposures. With several 10 

second exposures, 18th magnitude stars were definitely detectable; however, the 

quality of the reproduced photograph in this report was too poor to allow 

positive identification because of the noise structure, which is made finer 

grained with three or more exposures on the film. 

On the clear night of 30 May 1965 the 16 inch telescope was directed 

toward the North Polar Sequence for the purpose of locating the star field for 

further calibration photographs using the wide field of view. The image 

orthicon camera was positioned at prime focus where the i^xeld of view is slightly 

over 1.5. The system was operating continuously at 30 frames per second, with 

one second exposures being taken of the TV monitor on Polaroid film. Because 

of difficulty in locating the star field, later attributed to the fact that at 

prime focus the image of the star field is reversed from Cassegrain focus and 

also that the axis on the monitor was not orthogonal to the equatorial co- 

ordinates, it was decided to assume that indeed the North Polar Sequence was 

within our field of view, and commence to take some tri-X negatives of the 

monitor also using a 1 second exposure on the film. A few exposures were being 

taken at various f-numbers on the Speed Graphic Camera to be sure that at 

least one negative had the correct exposure. Just as another exposure was 

about to be taken, a bright object (later determined to be a satellite) was 

noticed to have entered the edge of the monitor and the shutter was quickly 

opened. The resultant photograph is shown in Figure 8 and an expanded view 

in Figure 9. Notice that the camera shutter closed slightly before the 
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FIGURE  8     IMAGE  ORTHICON  PHOTO OF THE NORTH POLAR SEQUENCE 

ST. n^Tr Irl-X Tr^^-Tr**at llTT^Xl 
BrUht  line:     Sa^Uite   (5-6 nugnitude)   traveling towards  the   lower right 

portion of the photo. 
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FIGURE  9    EXPANDED VIEW  OF FIGURE 8 
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satellite left the field of view.    Had we known the exact time the shutter 

closed,   it would have been possible to tell the position of this satellite 

well within 1/30 of a second anywhere along its path.    The estimated satellite 

magnitude is 5-6. 

Because the satellite image was so  intense,  severe saturation effects on 

the image orthicon produced little rings between each of  the 1/30 second read- 

outs.    This effect  is caused because the  intense beam of photoelectrons caused 

sufficient  space charge to deflect the secondary electrons back on the target. 

Note that the diffraction pattern does not exhibit  itself since the wider field 

of view has a larger background noise to hide the effect.     Blemishes on the 

target show as black spots;  the black spots trailing very bright  stars are 

caused by saturation in the video amplifiers.    The vertical  lines are caused 

by a transient  in the return horizontal  sweep which is picked-up by the video 

amplifier.    Also note that star 11s (magnitude 15.05)  of the North Polar 

Sequence is quite detectable with this 1  second exposure on a 1.5 field of view. 

In facv,  a trained observer can certainly identify star #31  in the original 

print at magnitude 16.22.    This corresponds to about 250 photons from the star 

and about an equal  intensity per resolution element from the background.    By 

slowly trailing the star images,  it was found that the detection for a point 

and line image had equal sensitivity. 

No direct  demonstration of the  ability to detect fainter objects has been 

made at the time of this writing.    However,  the photographs of the North Polar 

Sequence made with the image orthicon at the prime focus of the telescope, 

resulted in a field of view such that the resolution was 16  seconds of arc 

instead of four.    As a result,  the sky brightness per resolution element was 

16 times greater than with the camera at the Cassegrain focus as is normally 

used.    The photograph with the wide field, made on a very dark, clear night by 
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Schenectady standards, easily revealed a star of 15th magnitude.    Extrapolating 

from this observation,   it  is estimated that  18th magnitude  stars could have 

been detected within 1 second on  that night  if the  image orthicon camera had 

been at the secondary focus.    The above data compares quite  favorably to that 

(9) of Fitz-Hugh Marshall in detecting faint point sources with an image 

orthicon. 

These photographs illustrate some unusual characteristics of image orthi- 

cons when applied to the detection of point sources.  Note that regardless of 

the star magnitude, all stars are at least 2 T.V. lines wide, if not 4-10 lines 

wide. This property is not due entirely to a charge spread during the long 

integration times, for during continuous 30 frame per second operation, the 

signals from well focused stars of equivalent brightness on the monitor dis- 

play a similarly large diameter.  This effect is probably due to enormous 

potential gradients at the narrow image of charge which attract the scanning 

beam during readout, since the 16-inch telescope Airy  disk is about 0.4 seconds 

of arc, while the T.V. resolution is 12 seconds at prime focus and 4 seconds 

of arc at Cassegrain focus. 

Also stars of 18.5 and 10th magnitude Tuy be photographed within the 

same field of view without blooming.  This brightness difference is 34 db or 

over 2000:1. 

With a slight degree of engineering, the most objectional comment on the 

photograph may be corrected; that is, the center defect caused by the dif- 

fracted light from the heater.  Since no heater is required during integration, 

some means could be devised to turn it off during the exposure period on the 

image orthicon. 
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5.J    Night Air Glow 

Night air glow spectra have been recorded with integration periods on 

the image orthicon tube varying from 0.1 seconds to minutes.    One to 

10 second exposures are adequate for most purposes and compare quite favorably 

with exposures on film of 1 to 2 hours.    The final report of December 1963 

discusses the very general observations in the recorded data and may be briefly 

summarized. 

i)      Mercury lines from scattered city lights are always detected regard- 

less of the angle of view.    The Observatory is situated about 8 miles 

away from the nearest two towns;  the horizon is dark to the human eye  in 

the other directions. 

ii)    At night the green line -   5577A -  is always detected except during 

full moon with 100% overcast. 

iii)  If the red line - 01 6300X - 6364A -  is detected at all, relatively 

fast fluctuations in the intensity are usually observed.    Under this 

condition the red line could be detected on the average of one plate out 

of 3 or 4 when one second exposures are used.    With 10 second exposures 

the red line is always recorded.    However these noted fluctuations could 

have been due to time variations in the atmospheric attenuation because 

of clouds and haze or a weak aurora may be causing the pulsations.     In any 

case even during the best observation periods,  considerable haze existed 

up to a 30    elevation.    With thick haze and clouds the red line could 

never be detected. 

iv)    During some part of the study period,  the following night air glows 

were detected: 
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Hg 4047 
4078 
4358 
5461 
5770 
5790 
6907 
7082 

NaD (Twilight) 5890 
5896 

< 
3914 
4278 
4652 
4709 
5228 (Guess) 

01 5577 
6300 
6364 

NI    5199 (Guess) 

H     6563 a 
Since spectral photographs obtained by others have shown which night air 

glow lines exist, new information must be generated in the area of correlation 

in the rapid time changing characteristics or emission delays between the various 

lines, or in the night-to-night changes, or with some other observable physical 

characteristic. Unfortunately the weather has prevented any regular observing 

program at Schenectady, New York.  Even on the relatively clear nights, scat- 

tered clouds and haze has even made observations difficult.  In addition, the 

auroral minimum coupled with the weather blackouts has prevented the detection 

of any visual aurora to give the equipment a fair test. 

Typical night air glow and auroral photos taken on different nights with 

the two spectrographs are shown in Figure 10, with captions that are quite self- 

explanatory.  During all of these tests the photometer had insufficient sensi- 

tivity to provide an absolute calibration on night air glow. 
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FIGURE 10.    Typical  Spectra Photographed Using the  Image Orthicon Spectrograph 

(Defect caused by  integrated  light from the heater of the image orthicon.) 
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5.4    Image Orthicon Characteristics 

By use of a precision photometer a  few of the intense auroral  lines may 

be accurately measured so that all   the  spectral  lines detected with the  image 

orthicon-spectrograph system may be given an absolute  intensity calibration as 

is pointed out  in the Appendix. 

The control voltages on the image orthicon allow a wide  latitude or range 

of average signal   intensity levels  to be read out.    This  latitude range  is 

perhaps greater than 10,000:1.    At  any one particular setting  of the controls, 

when optimized for   the best performance  oi?  the given latitude  level,   the  true 

dynamic range   is about 20-60:1   in perhaps  10 gray scales,   depending on the 

effect of the multiplicity of interactions between the various  grid surfaces. 

However,  with point  or line  sources a pseudo-dynamic range of  200:1  in 20 

resolvable  steps  can be achieved by using both signal amplitude and width as 

a criterion for determining signal   intensity.    Although a dynamic range of 

200:1   is marginally  useful,  a basic question may arise as  to how this range 

can be extended.     There appear to be  two  fundamentally different techniques 

that  can be applied.     The first  is   the use of beam feedback controlling the 

beam current  on a point-to-point basis  so 'jhat the beam current  will be suf- 

ficient to discharge  the target under any conditions.     The primary difficulties 

here are  in obtaining feedback stability with the very weak beam currents  that 

are necessary   to just erase  the accumulated target charge  for  the optimum 

detection of extremely low light level  signals.    Additionally,   the finite delay 

that  inherently exists  in  the beam feedback loop may preclude  correction for 

point  source  images.     The signal width  is not a beam current problem,  but  is 

rather  inherent   in  the electric field since the acceleration of  the beam by 

the target charge distribution leads  to secondary electrons being ejected by 

the target before  the scanning beam reaches the narrow charge  image.    The 
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result displayed on the monitor  is widened signals  for more  intense  images. 

Although  this technique  is promising with extended objects at higher  light 

levels,  perhaps no advantage may exist at very  low light  levels. 

The  second technique   is  sometimes  termed target  slicing and   is discussed 

in  the  7  December  1963 Report       .     It depends on  the  fact that  the overload 

characteristics at  low light  levels are caused by beam attraction,  and are 

not   inherent  in the  target.     Using this method,   the  target mesh is monotonically 

biased  in  increasing steps  during successive frame  readouts so as  to  reduce  the 

high charges  ■'n the earlier readouts;  faint signals are thus read out after 

the  large  charge distributions  have been partially discharged.     Initial bread- 

board tests  of this mode  indicate a dynamic range  improvement  factor of perhaps 

10.     Improved readout of neighboring bright and dim lines  is also realized. 

Absolute  intensity calibration is a very difficult problem because  the 

image orthicon readout has a  number of operational uncalibrated effects.     These 

are  caused not only by slight potential changes between the various grids,   but 

also by regional changes  in the  charge distribution on the target  surface,   due 

to variations  in the average  signal  level or to a  redistribution of the rela- 

tive  signal  strength.    With the   image orthicon spectrograph,   the best method 

of  intensity  calibration seems  to be correlation  through the measurement  of 

the  few  intense spectral  lines by  the use of narrow band optical  filters and 

a photomultiplier.    Assuming that  this measurement may be a good standard, 

adjacent  spectral  lines of weaker  intensity can be given a relative calibration. 

Wavelength calibration measurements on the equipment over the  spectrum of  3800Ä 

to 8200A show a 5-30A resolution depending upon the  signal characteristics.     A 

SA resolution  is possible  if a known line exists within a 20Ä deviation,  and 

all  1ines   in the  immediate  region do not  possess widened images due to over- 

exposed  saturation effects.     If no near calibrated  lines exist,  a  10Ä resolution 
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is easily possible,   except .ae case of highly overexposed lines which may 

widen to as much as 50A. 

The following discharge  lamps assist  in the spectral calibration of the 

three-slit  spectrograph-image orthicon system. 

i)     Hydrogen - H, 

ii)     Helium - He 

iii)    Argon - Ar 

iv)     Neon - Ne 

v)     Sodium - Na 

vi)    Mercury - Hg 

Stability of the equipment allows a wavelength determination to better 

than lOA over the spectrum range  of 3800A to 8300Ä.     The  intensity of  the 

spectral  lines may be broken up   into at least 20  resolvable steps covering a 

dynamic range of 200:1 except  for wavelengths  shorter than 4000A where  the 

attenuation reaches about an order of magnitude at  3900A,  and perhaps  two  to 

three magnitudes at 3800A. 

Although the wavelength calibration procedure  is  relatively simple,   it   is 

accomplished more easily  if  the  image orthicon has a very linear readout and 

assists   in data analysis.     The  following method was  judged most effective  in 

providing a  linear alignment on the  image orthicon readout. 

If a  linear monitor  is available,   the  image orthicon may be easily aligned 

with respect  to linearity by using  two square wave  generators and a cross-hatched 

pattern of white and black bars.     When a cross-hatched chart of black and white 

rectangles   is optically  imaged on the image orthicon  tube and the resultant 

signal   is displayed on the monitor along with output of  two stable square wave 

generators  producing the same  spatial  frequencies,  a difference signal will 

be very  evident when synchronization is achieved.     This  difference  signal will 
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null   to a constant distance when linearity   is  optimum.     Variation  in  the dif- 

ference will   indicate  the non-linearity between the monitor and  the  image 

orthicon sweep  circuits. 

The monitor may be aligned oy only  impressing the signals  from the  square 

wave  generators  on tne monitor so that  the  linearity of the bar pattern on the 

monitor only depends upon the linearity of the monitor.     Thus with a  straight 

edge and öcale,   the monitor may be made  linear by  the adjustment of  the appro- 

priate electronic sweep circuit parameters. 
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APPENDIX 

DRAFT OF AN ARTICLE  SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION 
TO THE REVIEW OF  SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 

Image Orthicon Slit Spectrograph 

J.  E.  Anderson 
Research & Development Center,  General Electric  Company 

Schenectady, New York 

One of  the   instruments  developed at General Electric's  Research & Develop- 

ment Center  is a  sensitive   image orthicon slit spectrograph for the  investiga- 

tion of aurora  and night air glow,  particularly with respect  to their time- 

changing characteristics.    The equipment design as described  loads  to the 

following equipment specifications:     sensitivity  -  20 photoelectrons produce a 

detectable  signal;  dynamic range  -  200:1;  resolution -  5-30X;   spectrum coverage 

-  3800A to 8200Ä;   typical exposure  required on a just-visible aurora  -  1  second, 

on night air glow -  10 seconds. 

INTRODUCTION 

Investigation of night air glow and auroral  spectroscopy began in 1921 

when Vegard,  with his able assistants,   obtained numerous photographs,   including 

those of  the  first  infrared  spectra.     Since that  time,   observers have attempted 

to obtain high resolution photographs  of the time-changing characteristics  of 

auroral and night air glow line  intensities.     However,  with a slit  spectro- 

graph  the  amount  of night air  glow  radiation reaching  the   film usually  requires, 

even with a  fast  f/0.6 optical  system,   integrations on the  order of hours  to 

provide an exposure  level  sufficient   for adequate recording.    Needless  to say, 

with either film or an  integrating photometer as a detector,   the relatively 

long exposures  required destroyed much of the rapid time  changing information 
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on the relative   intensity changes  between the various  spectral   lines.     But  with 

the advent of very  sensitive  image  orthicon tubes such as  the  General Electric 

GL-7967,  which require only  20 photoelectrons  to produce a detectable point or 

line  source  signal  under high contrast  conditions, a detector has become avail- 

able  to  reduce  the exposure time below  that previously  required.     In return for 

spectral   information on the rapid time  changing characteristics of dim auroras, 

a dynamic range  limitation of  200:1   in perhaps 20 resolvable  levels exists  be- 

tween the relative   intensities  of  the  respective  spectral  lines with the  image 

orthicon detection system. 

From our  initial experimental   investigations of  the  techniques required  in 

TV auroral  cinemaphotography as  reported  to the American Astronomical Society's 

1 2 3 
107th meeting  in December,   1960  ,   others  such as Hicks and Davis        have re- 

ported further progress  in recording auroral  forms.     Meanwhile  our interest has 

been directed  to  the measurement of  the  spectral  distribution of aurora and 

night air glow using the  image  orthicon.     With the  loan of an auroral  spectro- 

graph from Dr.   C.   W.  Gartlein of Cornell University  for  the  purpose of  investi- 

gating auroral  spectroscopy,   those parameters affecting  the mating of an  image 

orthicon to a  spectrograph were determined.    An  image orthicon spectrograph of 

superior design resulted and  is described below. 

DESCRIPTION  OF  THE   INSTRUMENT 

The   image  orthicon slit spectrograph consists of three   important parts. 

First,   the  slit   spectrograph,  which must  be made  compatible  with the  3:4 aspect 

ratio of   the   image  orthicon scanned  surface  for a high  spectral   resolution and 

a wide spectrum coverage;   second a well-engineered sensitive   image orthicon 

system that  allows   target   integrations  varying from milliseconds  to minutes, 

with a single  frame  readout mode;  aid  third,   instrumentation  to provide a 

means of accurate  calibration. 
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The  conventional  grating slit  spectrograph design consists of a  jlit, 

collimating  lens,  grating,   and focusing  lens,  as  shown  in the  schematic  of 

Figure   1.     The resultant  spectrum has an image height which  is roughly  the 

product  of  the slit height  times  the ratio of  the   focal  lengths of  the  focusing 

and  the  collimating lens.     The  spectrum length depends upon the spectrograph 

dispersion,  as determined by  the  grating and optic parameters.     In auroral use, 

it   is  very much broader  than the   image slit height.     Thus,   the problem of  using 

the  image  orthicon as a  detector  is  to project  the   image  spectrum with an aspect 

ratio of perhaps ^0:1 onto an  image orthicon detector with a 3:4 aspect ratio, 

while maintaining a maximum  in resolution.    The  solution was  to separate  the 

spectrum  into three  sections  covering the overlapping ranges of  3800Ä to  530OÄ, 

4800X to 66O0S,  and  630oX to  820oX,  and  then optically stack the  image  of   these 

three  sections within a  rectangular image plane,   having a 3:4 aspect  ratio and 

a  diagonal  dimension equal  to the 4 cm photocathode surface.    The design goal 

was  to obtain lOÄ resolution. 

A typical photograph of  the wavelength calibration spectrum as  seen by  the 

image  orthicon with this  spectrograph using  the  low dispersion grating,   is  shown 

in Figure  2.    The stacking of the  spectral  images   is accomplished by using three 

slits with calibrated widths,   displaced with respect  to each other  in both the 

horizontal and vertical  plane as  shown  in the equipment  of Figure  3.     The  two 

outer  slits which determine  the  blue and red portions of  the  imaged  spectrum 

have prisms  to correct  their angle of view so that   in the  image plane all   three 

slits  are   inspecting  the   identical  region of  the  sky  and have   the  same  field  of 

view.     Behind the slits,   the  spectrograph design uses a  92 cm f/9 collimator 

lens and a  15.3 cm f/1.5 camera  lens where one  of  two gratings may be used. 

The high dispersion grating has  a  ruled area  of  76 x 65 mm at  2160 grooves/mm, 

and  the  low dispersion grating  is   100 x 100 mm ruled at  600 grooves/mm.     Figure 4 

is a curve of the measured  image width for various   slit  openings. 
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The image orthicon system is a special design of the Research & Develop- 

ment Center specifically directed towards the investigation of astronomical 

applications.  The image orthicon tube, General Electric model GL-7967, has an 

S-20 extended red response photocathode and a magnesium oxide target for maxi- 

mum sensitivity.  Independent voltages and controls regulate the various grid 

potentials to at least 0.1%; thus providing a minimum of electronic interference 

as well as a variety of operational modes, which include provisions for target 

integration, multiple frame readout, microsecond exposures, and clock synchroni- 

zation to within microseconds.  The resultant stability permits a night-to-night 

duplication of results for identical illumination conditions.  The single frame 

readout is a standard 1/30 second, 525 line non-interlaced scan.  Since most 

applications use only a single frame readout after an integration period, par- 

ticular emphasis was placed on the low noise preamplifier and amplifier circuits 

so that transients would not degrade the picture quality.  The measurements on 

the amplifier indicate a 4 db noise figure and a bandwidth of 15 Hz to 9.8 MHz 

at the 3 db points, when corrected to compensate for the estimated 15 pf of 

shunt anode capacitance across the 50 kilo-ohm preamp input resistance. All 

video signals are transmitted through 75 ohm coaxial cables having matched 

terminations on each end. Two 20 cm monitors with a blue phosphor P-ll response 

are used to obtain photographs with a 35 mm synchronized data camera or a 4" x 

5" Speed Graphic camera. 

A photometer with an EMI9558B photomultiplier viewing the same area of the 

sky as the spectrograph is used to monitor ore of the following brightest 

auroral emission lines for the purpose of an absolute intensity calibration: 

N* - 3914X; N0
+ - 4709^; 10 - 5577X; 01 - 630oX; H = 6563X. 

Li. Ct 

With this information, the other spectral lines observed on the image orthicon 

may be given a relative intensity calibration. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Tests with the developed  image orthicon spectrograph demonstrate a sensi- 

tivity sufficient to detect a  line strength equivalent to less  than  20 photo- 

electrons,  when a weak signal with a high signal-to-background noise  ratio 

exists.     This  sensitivity with a  line source was  found to be equivalent  to 

that obtained with a point  source.     Image orthicon calibrations on  the North 

Polar Sequence of stars with a 40 cm aperture,   f/19  telescope have demonstrated 

the detection of 19th magnitude stars with a  30-second exposure and  17th magni- 

tude  stars with a one-second exposure.    With the 40 cm aperture,   17th and  19th 

magnitude  correspond  to  roughly  150 photons/second and 24 photons/second re- 

spectively at  the detector when the optical  efficiency of  70% is assumed. 

When the efficiency  of  the spectrograph  is  considered,   similar  sensitivity 

measurements result on night air glow with the  image orthicon spectrograph. 

Conventionally,   the aurora-airglow units of surface brightness are measured  in 

Rayleighs,  where 4rr x  10    photons sec     'cm ' 'ster       is  taken as  1  Rayleigh  . 

Since  the  image orthicon spectrograph parameters are: 

20 photoelectrons  for detection 

107» photocathode efficiency 

207o spectrograph efficiency 

1000 photons  for detection at the  slit 

1  second exposure 

1  mm x 10 mm slit  size 

6    field of view ~ 10      steradians 

then the minimum surface  brightness ^/C\ required for detection of a  line   is 

/fnirK 

3 
10    photons 

(1  sec)(0.10  cm2)(10'2 ster) 

=  10    photons-sec     *ster 

= ^n Rayleighs 
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For longer integration periods the bonsitivity varies roughly as the square 

root of time until saturation is reached in 10-50 seconds, depending on the 

background. 

Although extended periods of inclement weather have limited the observa- 

tion frequency, up to 10 night air glow and mercury lines have been successfully 

racorded with 0.1 second to 60 second integrations en the image orthicon target. 

Figure 5 is a reproduction of a typical photograph where a 10 second image orthi- 

con integration and one frame readout was exposed on the film viewing the monitor. 

The center defect has been caustU by diffracted light from the heater of the image 

orthicon, which has also integrated on the target.  Note that the 01 6300X red 

line has been detected within 10 seconds. Normally, this has been the case.  If 

one second integrations are used, the fluctuations are such that on the average 

the red line is definitely detectable on 3 out of 10 photos.  The 01 5577A green 

line is always detected with 1 second exposures and many times within 0.1 second. 

On very clear nights, several N-  lines are detected.  The mercury lines caused 

by scattered city lights are always detected over the entire sky, even in the 

darkest region away from any city. 

Even though the quality of this photo has been degraded by enhancing the 

contrast to facilitate reproduction, a dynamic range limitation do^ exist. 

The control voltages on the image orthicon allow a wide latitude, or range of 

average signal intensity levels, of perhaps greater than 10,000:1, to be read 

out. At any one particular setting of the controls, when optimized for the 

best performance on the given latitude level, the true dynamic range is about 

20-60:1 in perhaps 10 gray scales, depending on the effect of the multiplicity 

of interactions between the various grid surfaces.  However, with point or 

line sources a pseudo-dynamic range of 200:1 in 20 resolvable steps can be 

achieved by using both signal amplitude and width as a criterion for determining 
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signal intensity. Although a dynamic range of 200:1 is marginally useful, two 

fundamentally different techniques are being applied to extend the range by a 

few orders of magnitude.  The first is the use of beam feedback controlling the 

beam current on a point-to-point basis so that the beam current will be suffi- 

cient to discharge the target under any conditions.  The second technique de- 

pends on the fact that the overload characteristics at low light levels are 

caused by beam attraction, and are not inherent in the target. Using this 

method, the target mesh is monotonically biased in increasing steps during 

succer     rame readouts so as to reduce the high charges in the earlier read- 

outs; faint signals are thos read out after the large charge distributions have 

been partially discharged. 

The best method of absolute intensity calibration seems to be correlation 

through the measuren -   ; the few intense spectral lines by the use of narrow 

band optical filters ard a photomultiplier. Assuming that this measurement may 

be a good standard, adjacent spectral lines of weaker intensity can be given an 

absolute calibration.  Wavelength calibration measurements on the equipment over 

the spectrum of 3800A to 8200Ä show a 50-3OA resolution depending upon the signal 

characteristics. A SÄ resolution is possible if a known line exists within a 

20A  deviation, and all lines in the immediate region do not possess widened 

images due to overexposed saturation effects.  If no near calibrated lines exist, 

a 10A resolution is easily possible, except for the case of highly overexposed 

lines which may widen to as much as 50A. 
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Figure 1.  Conventional Grating Slit Spectrograph Design 
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FIGURE 2.  PHOTO OF OBSERVED CALIBRATION SPECTRUM 
ON THE IMAGE ORTHICON 
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FIGURE  3.     PHOTO OF WAGE ORTHICON SPECTROGRAPH 
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Figure 5 Typical Night Air Glow Photo 

10 sec exposure on the imag'1 orthicon target, 
one readout frame on the film 
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